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Previous authors have associatedlarge events, or "sea spikes", in the radar cross section of the sea
surface with steep or breaking waves. Here we present a method based on an intensity threshold and
the mean Doppler frequency to identify and quantify sea spikeslikely to be associatedwith large-scale
wave breaking. This method is applied to microwave measurementsof K u band made with a
dual-polarized Doppler scatterometerat a moderate incidence angle (45ø) from a fixed platform in the

NorthSea.For VV andHH polarization
themeannormalized
radarcrosssection
rrø, thefrequency
of sea spike occurrenceN, and the sea spike contributionto the mean normalized radar cross section,

rrsøs,
arecorrelated
withdirectmeasurements
of thefrictionvelocity,u,, in therange13-< u, -<49
cm s-1 The frictionvelocityexponents
for bothN and rrsøs
indicatean approximately
cubic
dependence,
whiletheresidual
radarcrosssection
rrrøes
= rrø _ rrSS is approximately
proportional
to
frictionvelocityfor u. greaterthanapproximately
20cms-1. At highfrictionvelocities,
(u* • 40-50
cms-l) thesedatashowthatthecontribution
of largeseaspikesto themeanradarcrosssection
for
measurementsbetween 25øand 45ørelative to the wind is in the range of 5-10% for VV polarization and
10-20% for HH polarization.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Spiky fluctuations in radar return at grazing incidence
angles have long been associatedwith steep and breaking
waves [Katzin, 1957; Long, 1974, 1983; Kalmykov and
Pustovoytenko, 1976] and have been generally referred to as
"sea spikes." Simultaneousvideo recordingswere used by
Lewis and Olin [ 1980]to show that high-amplitude sea spikes
correspond to the development and decay of whitecaps,
while Ewell et al. [1984] tracked sea spikesthat moved with
a speed approximately equal to the phase speed of the

Duncan et al. [1974] observed scattering at moderate
incidence angles due to wave breaking in the laboratory
which was independent of polarization and was a major
contributor to the return at high wind speeds. Kwoh and
Lake [1984, 1986] measured the relative contributions to X

band microwave return from mechanically generated water
waves due to specular and nonspecular reflections. The
specular contribution was attributed to either the turbulent
wake of breaking or the steep capillary waves generated in
the process, while the nonspecularreturn was attributed to
dominant ocean waves.
wedgelike diffractionfrom the small radius crestsof breaking
Sea spikes are also evident in moderate incidence angle or near-breaking waves. More recently, Kwoh et al. [1988]
measurements
and have been attributed to various mechapresented field measurementssupporting the association of
nisms associatedwith the steep crests of breaking waves specular return with wave breaking. Banner and Fooks
[Alpers et al., 1981]. Keller et al. [1986] presented field [1985] made X band microwave measurements of stationary
observationswhich correlated Doppler spectra with break- small-scalebreaking waves generated in a flume and found
ing events, indicating that the scatterer speed during break- that high levels of backscattered power were associatedwith
ing increasedtoward the phase speedof the dominant waves the breaking region. They concluded that the measured
and that the Doppler bandwidth was greatly increased.They backscatter was consistent with Bragg scattering from hysuggestedthat the scatteringmay include contributionsfrom drodynamic disturbancesgeneratedjust ahead of the breakspecular surface reflections and that a coherent microwave ing crest. A number of the proposed scattering mechanisms
radar may be the ideal instrument for quantitative study of associatedwith sharp-crestedand breaking waves have been
wave breaking. A limited set of video recordings made used to improve predictions based on the composite model,
simultaneouslywith moderate incidence angle scatterometer
especially for horizontal polarization [Lyzenga et al., 1983;
measurements have shown that sea spikes are consistently Donelan and Pierson, 1987].
associatedwith visual evidence of wave breaking [Jessup,
Phillips [ 1988] has recently considered the friction velocity
1988].
dependenceof the frequency of occurrence of sea spikesand
Copyright 1990 by the American Geophysical Union.
their contribution to the radar cross section. He proposes
that for moderate incidence angles the mean normalized
Paper number 89JC03347.

radarcrosssectioncrø is the sumof separate
contributions
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fromBraggscattering
tr•øandfromseaspikes
trsøs
associatedis counted correspondsto identifying breaking events associated with wave numbers below the threshold wave number

with localized breaking events:

trO=trg+ trsøs

(1)

The small perturbation model for backscatteringfrom the
sea surface[Wright, 1966]was combinedwith an expression
for the ocean gravity wave spectral density ½(k) under
equilibrium conditions [Phillips, 1985]:

½(k)= illcosqo[l/2tt,g-l/2k
-7/2

(2)

k 1. If sea spikes are causedby scatteringfrom whitecaps,
then (8) is consistent with theoretical modeling which indi-

catesthat the whitecapcoverageshouldvary as u.3 [Wu,
1979] and with correspondinglylarge wind speed exponents
for various measurementsof whitecap coverage [Ross and
Cardone, 1974; Wu, 1980; Monahan and O'Muircheartaigh,
1986].

Most recently, Melville et al. [1988] have reported measurementsof microwave scattering and sound generation by
controlled breaking events in the laboratory. They found
that the dissipation due to breaking correlated almost linearly with both the backscatteredmicrowave power and the
rr•ø wasthengivenby
radiated acoustic power. If these results carry over to the
field, microwave observationsof breaking may yield important dynamic and acoustic information on the wave field and
the upper ocean.
where 0 is the incidence angle and •( is the electromagnetic
In order to investigatethe statisticsof sea spikesand their

where fl is a constant,k is the ocean wave number, qois the
angle between the wind and wave propagationdirection, and
g is the gravitational acceleration. The Bragg contribution

try0
-

2•/•Icos
•pl
1/2
sin
1/2
0cot
40ml(O)(tl2,t(/g)
1/2(3)

wave number. The functionFi(0) in generalwill dependon
the transmitted and received polarization as well as 0. The
form of •(k) given by (2) is valid for wave numbersin the
gravity wave range whose phase speed is large compared
with u,. Thus k must satisfy the condition

k0<<k< min{(g/y)1/2,g/u,2}

contribution to the mean normalized radar cross section,
measurements of microwave backscatter, friction velocity,
and wave height made during a 2-week period in May 1987
from the German research platform NORDSEE were analyzed. The platform is located in 30 m of water approxi-

(4) mately 40 n. mi (76 km) off the German peninsula in the
North Sea [see Keller eta!.,

1989]. These measurements

where k0 is the wave numberof the peak of the wave spectral were performed in conjunction with the installation of a
density and 3' is the surface tension of water divided by its system for studying the long-term variation of the mean
density. This condition and the Bragg condition,
radar cross section; thus the experiment was not specifically
k = 2t( sin 0
(5) designed to study the sea spikes associated with wave
lead to the following constrainton the electromagneticwave
number:

2•( sin0 < min{(g/•,)1/2,
g/it,2}

(6)

Equation (3) predicts that the contribution from Bragg scattering varies linearly with friction velocity u, for a given
radar frequency, incidence angle, and azimuth angle •o.
Measurements of radar backscatter in the frequency range
0.4 to 9 GHz from Guinard et al. [1971] were usedby Phillips
to support the frequency and friction velocity dependenceof
(3). Strictly speaking,the form of the wave spectraldensity
(equation (2)) is valid only in the gravity wave range. Thus
the comparison of (3) with radar measurements in the
centimeter range of wavelengths may be questioned.
On the basis of previous work concerning the energy
dissipation due to wave breaking [Phillips, 1985], Phillips

breaking, and the data set is of limited duration. Nevertheless, these measurementsprovide the first quantitative analysis of sea spikes over a range of environmental conditions
by presenting the friction velocity dependence of their
frequency of occurrence and their contribution to the mean
normalized

radar cross section. A more detailed account of

these results and subsequentrelated measurements from the
SAXON-CLT experiment is given by Jessup [1990].
2.

The

EXPERIMENTAL

microwave

PROCEDURE AND DATA ANALYSIS

backscatter

measurements

were

made

using a coherent, continuous-wave,dual-polarized scatterometer operatingat 14 GHz (K u band, wavelengthof 2.14
cm) with a transmit power of 200 mW. The instrument was
designed, built, and calibrated at the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D.C. The instrument incorporates
derived
anexpression
fortrsøs,
thecontribution
of seaspikes linear dual-polarized antennas which allow simultaneous
to the mean normalized radar cross section:
vertical (VV) and horizontal (HH) like-polarization measurements. In-phase and quadrature channels at base band
(7)
trsOs
• F2(O, X)[ll2,t(/g]
3/2
for both polarizationsprovide a complex time seriesoutput.
where X is the angle between the radar look direction and the The envelope of the signal is proportional to the received
wind. Equation (7) predicts that for a given measurement power, and its rate of change of phase is the Doppler shift
geometry and radar frequency, the contributionof sea spikes frequency. The complex output schemepermits discriminato trø is proportional
to thefrictionvelocitycubed.
tion of positive and negative target velocities. The instruFinally, a cubic dependenceon friction velocity was found ment was mounted 31 m above the mean sea surface, aimed
for the frequency of sea spike occurrence per unit area,
with an incidence angle of 45ø and pointed northwest at
v(kl)o•g-lk14u3
,
(8) 315øT.In this configurationthe measurementwas well within
the far field of the antennas,and the two-way 3-dB elliptical
wherek l is a thresholdwavenumbersignificantly
largerthan illuminationarea on the sea surfacewas approximately 1.8 x
that of the spectral peak. Phillips asserts that breaking 2.5m2.Theradarwascalibrated
witha swinging
sphere,
and
events associated with large wavelengths may be expected the absolute normalized radar cross-section values quoted
to produce more intense returns and that setting a radar here are accurate to within _+1 dB. The sea spike results are
cross section threshold of intensity above which a sea spike dependent not on the accuracy of the measurement but
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Fig.1. Simultaneous
timeseries
(64s)ofthenormalized
radar
cross
section
&ø(t)
forVVandHHpolarization
and
mean
Doppler
frequency
forVV.Theseaspike
atapproximately
23s,witha large
jumpin&ø(t)coincident
witha
Dopplerfrequency
maximum
is typicalof thoseassociated
withbreaking
events.

we will usecrø to denotethe
ratheronits precision,or the relativestabilityof thecalibra- an effortto avoidconfusion,
normalized
radarcross-section
and&ø(t)to
tion over time. Experiencewith systemsof similardesign time-averaged
fromwhichcrø is computed,
thatis,
indicates that the relative measurement error is less than be thetimeseries
+'0.5 dB.

Direct measurementsof friction velocity were providedby

•ro=1LT
•'O(t)
dt

(9)

T

RiscNationalLaboratory,Roskilde,Denmark,usinga sonic
anemometer(Kaijo-Denki,modelDAT-300with probehead

typeTR-61-B)mounted
ona boomextending
20m duewest for a time series of length T.
In a typicalopenoceanenvironment,
10-15%or fewerof
ot the platformat a heightof 33 m abovethe seasurface.
passing
a fixedlocationmightbe breaking
Wave heightmeasurementsfrom the Baylot gaugeperma- thewavecrests
nently installedon the platform were used to obtain a

[Holthuijsen
andHerhers,
1986].
Thusarelativel•
longtime

cha?acteristic
phasespeedwith whichto normalizethe record must be used in order to provide enoughsamplesto
ensurethe statisticalsignificanceof an analysisbased on
Dopplervelocity measurements.
•The radaroutputandwave heightdatawere recordedon

counting
events.
Ontheotherhand,thetimerecordshould

a Hewlett-Packard HP3968A FM analog tape recorder

not be so long that the environmentalconditionshave
drasticallychanged.For our analysisa record lengthof
1-hourwas chosenover which to computethe averagesof
interest.Out of a totalof approximately
80 hoursof'analog

(bandwidthof 625Hz), whilethe dataacquisition
systemfor
the sonic anemometerproduced 10-rain averagesof the
friction velocity u. in real time. The microwavesignalwas
digitallysampledat 2 kHz andreducedto timeseriesof the
receivedpower and the meanDopplerfrequencywith an
averagingtime of 0.25 s. The meanDopplerfrequencywas
computedusing an autocovarianceestimationtechnique
commonlyused for Doppler weatherradar [Doviak and
Zrnid, 1984].Comparisonof thistechniquewith calculation
of the first momentof the Doppler spectrumusingFourier

taperecordings,
48hours
ofdatahavebeenselected
for'thi•
analysis.

Figure1 is an exampleof a 64-stime seriesof processed
data which includesa typical sea spike. The two top traces

showthevariation
of &ø(t)ona linearscalefor VV andHH
polarization.The meanDopplerfrequencyshownin the

bottom trace is proportionalto the line-of-sightcomponent
of the surfacescattervelocityaveragedover the illumination
The normalized radar cross sectionis proportionalto the area,whichis dominatedby the orbitalvelocityof the long
backscatteredpower averagedover the illuminationarea; surfacewaves [Plant and Keller, 1983]. For both polariza-

transform methods showed excellent agreement.

the notationcrø oftenimpliesan additional
timeaverage.In

tionsthe seaspikeat approximately
23 s is characterized
by
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Fig. 2. Comparison
of timeseries(10min)of radarcross-section,
•ø(t), for VV polarization
showing
thequalitative
difference in frequency of occurrenceof sea spikeswith increasingfriction velocity u,.

a large excursion in backscattered power and a local maximum in the Doppler frequency.
Comparison of the time series of radar cross section for
increasingvalues of friction velocity illustrates qualitatively
how the frequency of occurrence of sea spikes increases.
Figure 2 shows three representative time series of length 10
min of VV radar cross-section data for different values of u,.

Thetoptraceisfor a lowvalueof 16cms-•, for whichlittle
or no breaking would be expected. In addition to an increase
in the mean radar cross section, the number of sea spikesis

Furthermore, we will take larger-scale breaking events to be
those occurring at or near the long wave crests. Thus our
detection schemeshould identify large sea spikesassociated
with the long wave crests.
From comparison of the time series of the radar cross
section and the mean Doppler shift (see Figure 1), large
spikesin the return power are clearly associatedwith large
positive surface velocities, correspondingto measurements
at or near the long wave crests. Scatter plots of the distribution of the measured velocity for VV polarization as a

increased in the second and third traces, for which the function
of thepeakvalueof 6•ø(t)for twodifferentfriction
frictionvelocityis 33 cm s-• and46 cm s-• respectively. velocities are shown in Figure 3. The Doppler frequency is

Wave breaking is a processthat occurs over a wide range
of scales, from small-scale or microscale breaking [Phillips
and Banner, 1974] through intermediate-sized breaking
events, which may not produce discerniblefoam patches, to
larger events that generate whitecaps. Figures 1 and 2

illustrate
thattheamplitudes
of spikesin •røalsooccurover
a wide range of scales. As was noted already, previous
authors have associated large sea spikes with breaking
waves, that is, events that produce whitecaps. The correlation of lesser-amplitudespikeswith smaller-scalebreakingis
unclear without supplementaryinformation such as a video
image. We also note that Phillips' expression for the frequency of sea spike occurrence (equation (8)), was derived
for "larger-scale breakers producing the more intense return" [Phillips, 1988, p. 1070]. To avoid the ambiguity
associatedwith smaller sea spikesand for comparisonwith
(8), we will concentrate on detecting sea spikes that are
likely to be associated with larger-scale breaking events.

proportionalto the areal average of the line-of-sightcomponent of the surface scatterer velocities, which we assume to
be nearly horizontal at a wave crest. The measured velocity
values in Figure 3 have been resolved to be horizontal,
which is appropriate for the larger sea spikesassociatedwith
large velocities (the lower velocity values associated with
parts of the wave other than the crest are corrupted). Since
the crest velocity of a breaking wave is expected to be of the
order of its phase speed, the measured velocities have been
normalized by the phase speed correspondingto the wave
spectral density peak.

Figure3a is for a frictionvelocityof 28 cm s-• while
Figure3b is for a highervalueof 49 cm s-• . In bothcases,
low values of O'l•ea
~ 0 k correspond
to negative
velocities,
which
indicate return from a location away from a wave crest.
Above some threshold, only positive velocities are found,
and the more intense returns are associated with larger
positive velocities. Scatter plots for each hour of data
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velocities. Examples of this analysis for three different
velocities are given in Figure 4, showing that for a given u,

Xxx

u* = 49 crn/s

the number

of events

decreases

as the threshold

increases.

xX

The relatively constant slope and spacing of these curves
over a threshold range of several decibels indicates that the
b
sea spike statistics may not be especially sensitive to the
-12-'11-'10-9
-8 -'7 -'6 -'5 -4-5
-2
choice of threshold. That is, the relative change between
•';ook (dB)
curves of different u, for a given threshold is not a strong
function
of that threshold. To quantify the threshold depenFig. 3. Scatter plots showing the distribution of normalized
dence of the sea spike statisticspresented below, the detecsurface scatterer velocity for peak radar cross section(VV) for two
differentfrictionvelocities:
(a) u, = 28cms-1 and(b) u, = 49 cm tion threshold was varied over a range of approximately 3
s-1 . The detectionthresholdof -7.2 dB has been chosento detect dB, centered at the chosen level of -7.2 dB.
mainly sea spikes associatedwith a positive velocity, corresponding
The threshold of-7.2 dB is supported by previous analto a location near a long wave crest.
ysis of video recordings taken during the experiment [Jessup, 1988]. One hour of simultaneous radar and video
x

x

measurements
(u, = 26 cm s-1) were madeby visually
aligning the radar antennas and video camera to be aimed at
processed
havebeenanalyzed,anda thresholdof (rø(t) = approximately the same location on the sea surface. A
-7.2 dB has been chosen to eliminate most large sea spikes spectrum analyzer connected to one channel of the radar
associated with negative velocities for both VV and HH
output was then used in conjunction with a video monitor to
polarizations over a friction velocity range of 15 -< u, -< 49 optimize the alignment. Although there was no way to
-1
cm
s
.
measure the accuracy of the alignment, the presence of a
The use of a fixed thresholdfor analyzing data over a wide whitecap on the video monitor was repeatedly associated
range of friction velocity may at first seem inappropriate, with a large jump in received power and increased Doppler
sincefrom Figure 3 the O'l•ea
~0 k valuesat which negative frequency. Unfortunately, the quality of the video recording
velocities are eliminated appears to be a function of u,.
was seriously degraded by a mismatch in video formats
However, consider the implication of Phillips' assertion between the camera and recording unit.
Despite the alignment uncertainty and the poor recording
(noted in section 1) that sea spike intensity should increase
with the wavelength or scale associatedwith the breaking quality, the 1-hour video tape was carefully reviewed in
event. If we accept this assertion and assume that the sea conjunction with the simultaneous microwave measurespike intensity correspondingto a particular scaleof breaker ments to yield useful but limited quantitative information.
is not itself a function of u,, then a fixed detection threshold The radar data were played into a spectrum analyzer to
is appropriate for detecting events in the same range of scale produce time histories of Doppler spectra in a waterfall or
regardless of u,.
spectral map display. A total of 82 events that exhibited a
The usefulnessof a counting technique would be enhanced microwave signature characteristic of breaking events were
if the sea spike properties were relatively insensitive to the identified from the Doppler maps. The video tape was
choice of detection threshold over some reasonableintensity independently viewed and a total of 71 whitecaps were
range. In order to investigate this threshold dependence,we counted. Because of the poor quality of the video, no
have counted the number of sea spikes in 1-hour records as attempt was made to classify the size or scale of the
a function of the cross-section threshold for different friction
whitecaps identified.
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Although the number of events counted independently in
the radar and video recordings were roughly the same, only
43 breaking events were simultaneously found in both the
radar and video recordings. Nonetheless, approximately

70% of the events which simultaneouslyappearedas whitecaps on the video monitor and were identified in the Doppler
spectral maps were subsequentlydetected by the intensity
threshold of-7.2 dB. The discrepancybetween the number
of independently counted and simultaneously occurring
events may be due to (1) misalignmentof the radar and video

•

spots, (2) the radar's detecting breaking events that do not
produce a whitecap, and (3) whitecap events that do not
produce a distinctive microwave signature. A breaking event
which does not produce a noticeable whitecap may correspond to the intermediate scale breaking mentioned previously, while a whitecap whose propagation direction is
oblique to the radar look direction may not produce a
distinctive microwave signature. The uncertainty in alignment of the radar and video spots and the poor quality of the
video recording have frustrated attempts to extract further
meaningful results from these simultaneousmeasurements.
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Method

2

By analogywiththe computational
definition
of •rø given
by (9), the mean normalized sea spike radar cross section

•rsøs
corresponding
to theseaspikecontribution
to •rø is
16

o'sOs
=•i=1
1• •Ti&•s(t)
dt (lO)
where&•s(t)isthecontribution
ofanindividual
seaspike,N
is the numberof sea spikesin a record of length T, and Ti is
the duration

of the ith event.

The two methods

we have chosen to define an individual

sea spike intensity and duration are illustrated in Figure 5.
For method 1, Ti is the time over which the radar cross
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Fig. 5. A schematic diagram showing the two methods used to
compute the sea spike contribution to the normalized radar crosssection. The horizontal line labeled •rø is the normalized radar
cross-section

for a one-hour

record.

The contribution

of an individ-

ual sea spike correspondsto the shadedarea. The duration of the sea
spike in method I (Figure 5a) is taken as the time during which b(t)

is elevatedabovethemean•rø. In method2 (Figure5b)the spike
duration is taken as the time between local minima on either side of

the sea spike peak.

section
is elevated
abovethemean,•rø, and&sOs(t)
is that
portion of the total cross-section which is above the mean

during Ti:

&•s(t)= &ø(t)- •rø

(11)

The duration Ti for method 2 is the time between local

minimaoneithersideof theseaspikemaximum,
and&•s(t)
is given by

&•s(t)= &0(t
) -- O'mi
~0n

(12)

wherefirømi
n is the lesserof the localminimadefiningTi.
While other methodsare possible,thesetwo provide reasonable upper and lower bounds on the contribution of an
individual sea spike.

data is 20ø or less. The data at higher friction velocities in
Figure 6 appear to be highly correlated, but the scatter at
lower values of u. suggeststhat a linear fit over the entire
range of u. is not appropriate.
The cross section of an individual breaking event is
expected to be a function of the orientation of its crest with
respectto the radar look direction. A reasonableassumption
is that the directional distribution of breaking wave crests is
symmetric about the wind. Then upwind measurements
made over a restrictedrange of the angle qobetween the radar
look direction and the wind should provide a valid sampling
of breaking events, even if that angular range is not centered
at •= 0.

The seaspikecontribution
•r•s as definedby method1
3.

RESULTS

The measuredmean normalized radar cross section •rø is
plotted versus friction velocity u. on a log-log scale for VV
and HH polarization in Figure 6, where each point represents the mean

for

a 1-hour

record.

The

radar

antennas

remained fixed during the experiment, pointing in the NW
direction of 315øT. All data analyzed were for wind directions in the angularbands 340o-360øor 270o-280ø.That is, the
angle qobetween the radar look direction and the wind was
between

25 ø and 45 ø for all measurements.

These data are

presented
together,sincethe variationof •rø is expectedto
be symmetric about (p= 0 and the range of (pvariation for the

(equations (10) and (11) and Figure 5a) is shown versus
friction velocity u. on a log-log plot in Figure 7 for the
cross-section

threshold

of-7.2

dB. For the relation

•r•s= C•u•

(13)

we find the exponent a of the least squareslinear fit to be 3.3
and 3.5 for VV and HH polarizations, respectively. The
exponent a doesnot vary greatly over a thresholdrange of 3
dB for both methods of defining the sea spike and is listed
with 95% confidence levels and correlation coefficients p
[Bendat and Piersol, 1986] in the upper portion of Table 1.
The relative importance of the sea spike contribution to
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Fig. 6. The normalized radar cross-sectionversus friction velocity u,, for (a) VV and (b) HH polarization(each point represents
a l-hour record). Note the relatively large amount of scatterfor low
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Fig. 7. Theseaspikecontribution
O-•sto thenormalized
radar
cross-sectionversus friction velocity u, based on method I and a
threshold of &(t) = - 7.2 dB. The slope of the least squaresline is
3.3 for VV polarization (Figure 7a) and 3.5 for HH (Figure 7b),
indicating a roughly cubic dependence.

the mean radar cross section is of interest for improving

currentmodelsfor O-0.Figure8 showsthefractionalcross-

section
duetoseaspikes,
O-•s/oø,versus
friction
velocity
for

for the threshold

the cross-sectionthreshold of-7.2 dB. Clearly, sea spikes
contributea greaterfraction of the return power for HH than
for VV polarization. In general, the average polarization
0
0
ratio O-VV/o-HH
is greater than unity [Wright, 1966], but
during a breaking event the instantaneouspolarization ratio
can approachor equal unity [Kwoh and Lake, 1986]. There-

each

1-hour

of -7.2

record

for

dB as the number
which

at least

of events N in

two

events

were

counted and the sea spike contribution was at least 1%, that

isforN > 1 andO-•s/oø ->0.01.Theleastsquares
fit,
N= C2u,
s

(15)

finds friction velocity exponentsof 2.8 for both VV and HH

forethelargercontribution
of seaspikes
to O-]/H
isexpected. polarization, for the threshold of -7.2 dB. The exponents/5
The value of the fractional

radar cross section is of course a

function of the cross-section

threshold.

For the threshold of

-7.2 dB, the percentage of the return power due to sea
spikes with 25ø _< •0 -< 45ø at high friction velocity is
approximately 5-10% for VV polarization and 10-20% for
HH polarization.
The residualradarcrosssection,O-ies,
0 given by

0

0 O-•s

O'res = O- --

and correlation coefficientsp for a threshold range of 3 dB
are given in the lower portion of Table 1. As with the friction

velocitydependence
of O-SS,
0 theexponent/5
doesnotsignificantly change over this threshold range.
The friction velocity exponents computed for both the sea
spike contribution to the mean cross section and the frequency of occurrence are all close to 3 (see Table 1). This

similardependence
on u, impliesthat O-•sandN maybe
(14) linearly
related. Therefore in Figure 11 we have plotted N,

with method 1 for the thresholdof-7.2 dB is plotted versus
friction velocity in Figure 9. Since the maximum sea spike
contribution for this threshold is 20% (approximately 1 dB
for HH polarization at large u,), Figure 9 is similar in

thenumber
of eventsin each1-hourrecord,against
O-•sfor

appearance
to theplotof O-0in Figure6. As withFigure6,

are 0.82 ___
0.06 (p = 0.98) and 0.77 ---0.05 (p = 0.98) for VV
and HH polarization, respectively.

the scatter of the data in Figure 9 at lower values of u, does
not suggesta least squarefit over the entire range of u,. The

fit for u, -> 23 cm s-• shownin Figure9, for whicha high
degree of correlation is apparent, gives exponents very
nearly equalto unity: 1.1 - 0.2 (p = 0.93) for VV polarization
and 1.1 --- 0.2 (p = 0.92) for HH polarization.
Figure 10 showsthe frequency of occurrenceof sea spikes

the threshold of -7.2 dB. The exponents •/for

N-- C30-•

4.

(16)

DISCUSSION

The argument may be made that sea spikes defined by a
rationally chosenyet somewhat arbitrary intensity threshold
may not necessarilybe due to breaking events. For instance,
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TABLE 1. Friction Velocity Exponents
Threshold, dB
-9.0

Method

VV
HH

Method

-7.2

-6.0

beenshownto affecttrø at X band[Kelleret al., 1985],

1

2

frictionvelocitypointsfromFigure10andalsofromFigure
7 mightbejustifiedonthegrounds
thatvirtuallynobreaking
eventsoccur. However, the minimumfriction velocityfor
theonsetof breakingis likely to dependon otherfactorsnot
availablein thisdataset.For example,longwaveslopehas

3.3 + 0.5 (0.91) 3.3 -+0.5 (0.90) 3.2 + 0.7 (0.85) especiallyat low wind speeds.Indeed, the increasedscatter
of this
3.1 + 0.5 (0.90) 3.5 + 0.6 (0.89) 3.4 + 0.6 (0.89) of trø for low u, in Figure6 maybe an indication

effect.Removalof the low-velocitydata doesnot signifi-

VV
HH

3.8 + 0.5 (0.93) 3.6 _+0.6 (0.89) 3.6 + 0.7 (0.88) cantlychangethecomputed
exponents,
andthuswe present
3.3 _+0.5 (0.91) 3.5 + 0.6 (0.89) 3.5 + 0.7 (0.88)

VV
HH

N = C2 u,•
Theresidualradarcrosssectiongivenby (14)andplotted
3.6 + 0.6 (0.89) 2.8 + 0.5 (0.89) 3.0 + 0.6 (0.88) in Figure9 (aswellasthetotalradarcross-section
in Figure
3.0 + 0.6 (0.84) 2.8 + 0.4 (0.91) 2.7 + 0.5 (0.87)

all availabledatain the interestof completeness.

Correlationcoefficients
p are givenin parentheses.

6) showsmuchlessscatterfor the largervaluesof u,. This
observation
motivatedthe linearfit over the higherfriction
velocityvaluesshownin Figure9. The residualradar cross-

section
•rrøes
corresponds
toPhillips'
[1988]Bragg
contribution (equation(3)) which is basedon the wave spectral
surfacemayleadto constructive
interference
resulting
in a density•k) givenby (2). The derivationof the spectral
thatlossesdueto breakingareimportant
in
seaspike'shavinglittle to do with breaking.Thisargument densityassumes
is diminished
by thedistributions
shownin Figure3, which the equilibriumrangeof validityof •k) [Phillips,1985].
indicates
thatlargepeakradarcrosssections
aregenerally Sincelittle wavebreakingis expectedat low u., the friction
the random nature of the distributionof scattererson the sea

velocityexponents
closeto unityfor •rrøes
at higheru. might
beinterpreted
assupporting
Phillips'predicted
lineardepenhowever,equation(3)for theBragg
the sea spikescountedwill be associated
with positive dence.Strictlyspeaking,
surface scatterer velocities.
contributionshouldnot be appliedto thesedata (Bragg
of 1.51cm),since•k) is derivedonlyfor gravity
For frictionvelocitiesbelow20 cm s-] or so,fewerthan wavelength
associated with large surface scatter velocities. Furthermore, the choiceof a relativelylargethresholdensuresthat

10 events per hour were counted for the chosenthresholdof

waves.

The scatterin the plot of N versustr•s (Figure11) is
-7.2 dB (see Figure 10). Melville [1977]suggested
that a
less than that for each quantityplottedindiminimumfrictionvelocityfor the onsetof breakingmay significantly
occurin the neighborhood
of 23 cm s- ]. Thusdeletionof low viduallyagainstu, (Figures7 and 10). The nearlylinear
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Fig. 8. The fractional
radarcrosssectionrrsøs/rr
ø dueto sea
spikesversusfrictionvelocityu, basedon method1 anda threshold
Fig. 9. The residualradarcrosssection,rrø - rrsøs,
versus
of -7.2 dB. At highu, the seaspikecontribution
to the meancross frictionvelocityu, for (a) VV and(b) HH polarization.
For u, > 23
section measured between 25ø and 45ø relative to the wind is

cms-l, thereisverylittlescatter
inthedata,andtheslope
ofthe

approximately
5-10% for VV polarization(Figure8a) and 10-20% leastsquarefit overthisrangeis 1.1for bothpolarizations,
indicat-

for HH (Figure 8b).

ing an approximatelylinear dependence.
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dependencebetween the sea spike contribution to the radar
cross section and the frequency of occurrence of sea spikes
implies that the average radar cross section of a sea spike,
i.e., oss,•,maybe:"
_o ,•,
,,,,.,,.p,.nd,.n,.
• • '• * of u,.

I
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I

VV

I

l

POLARIZATION

Thattrsøs/N
isindependent
of u, maybea consequence
of
the illumination area's being small compared with the dominant surfacewavelength. For example, if specularreflection
from the steep forward face of a breaking wave is important,
then a maximum detectableintensity would be reachedwhen
specular scattering occurs over the entire illumination area.
Similarly, if the cross section increaseswith the size of the
active breaking region, then a maximum detectable return
might occur when the scale of the breaking crest reachesthe
dimensionsof the spot size. In both cases, the cross section
measurementwould be limited by spot size, and thus above
some u, threshold the average sea spike return might be

z

a

-'40 -'3s -'30 -'2s
o
O'ss
I

I

HH

l

POLARIZATION

constant.

On the other hand, an average sea spike cross section
which is independent of u, might be consistentwith the fact
that breaking occurs over a wide range of scales. If the cross
section of a breaking wave is a measure of its size, then the
size distribution

of breakers

and the increase in the number

of breaking events at all scales might be such that the
average sea spike return is invariant.
5.

b

-'40 -'3s '30
o
(dB)
O'ss

CONCLUSIONS

Field and laboratory measurements of microwave backscatter at moderate incidence in the presence of wave
breaking have indicated that steep and breaking waves
produce events referred to as sea spikes.We have presented
quantitative measurements of the relationship between the

-'2s

-20

Fig. 11. The frequency of occurrence of sea spikes, N, plotted

against
seaspikecontribution
crsøs
to the normalized
radarcross
section. The slope of the least squaresfit is 0.77 for VV polarization
(Figure 11a) and 0.82 for HH (Figure l lb). The nearly linear
dependencesuggeststhat the cross sectionof an average sea spike,

i.e., cr•s/N,maybeindependent
of u,.

friction velocity u. and sea spikes for the Ku band radar
crosssection.The intensity threshold for the definition of the
sea spike contribution to the mean radar cross section was
chosen to count large sea spikes associatedwith a positive
mean Doppler frequency.

VV
POL•RIZATIO'N
'
xx

The variationof the sea spikecontribution
rrsøs
with
friction velocity was found to be consistent with Phillips'
[1988] prediction of a cubic dependence (equation (7)). The
fractional power for high friction velocities (u. • 40-50 cm

s-1) measured
25øto 45ørelativeto thewindwasfoundto be
20

30

40

50

•, (oml•)

HH

POLARIZATION

approximately 5-10% for VV polarization and 10-20% for
HH polarization with the procedure designated method 1
(equations (10) and (11) and Figure 5a). These findings
supportthe inclusionof breaking waves in scatteringmodels
for HH polarization.
The frequency of occurrence of sea spikes was computed
as the number

xx

x•

x

•xx

x

x

of events

counted

in a 1-hour record

for the

chosenthreshold. The roughly cubic dependenceon friction
velocity is consistent with theoretical modeling and field
measurementsof whitecap coverage reported by other investigators and with Phillips' [1988] result (equation (8)).
Finally, the data suggestthat the contribution of an average

Mz x

seaspiketo rrø maybe independent
of u..
10

20

30

40

50

u* (cm/s)
Fig. 10. The frequency of occurrence of sea spikes in terms of
number of events in a 1-hour record, N, versus friction velocity u,
for (a) VV and (b) HH polarization. The slopeof the least squaresfit
is 3.5 for VV and 3.1 for HH, indicating an approximately cubic
dependence.
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